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ABSTRACT
Crowdsourcing offers an affordable and scalable means to collect
relevance judgments for information retrieval test collections. However, crowd assessors may show higher variance in judgment quality
than trusted assessors. In this paper, we investigate how to effectively utilize both groups of assessors in partnership. We study
how agreement in judging is correlated with three factors: relevance category, document rankings, and topical variance. Based on
this, we then propose two collaborative judging methods in which
some document-topic pairs are assigned to in-house assessors for
relevance judging while the rest are assessed by crowd workers. Results on two TREC collections show encouraging results when we
distribute work intelligently between our two groups of assessors.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)
provide a new avenue for scalable, low-cost collection of relevance
judgments for constructing Information Retrieval (IR) test collections [3]. However, quality of crowd judgments is often more variable than with traditional use of in-house, known assessors. Consequently, researchers have explored a variety strategies for quality
assurance with crowdsourcing, including effective front-end design
[2], such as requesting rationales supporting labels [15] or relevance
judgments [26], and back-end machine learning, such as statistical
aggregation [19, 31, 36] and predicting label correctness [20]. Prior
work has also considered how varying assessor expertise may impact judging for various IR judging tasks, such as systematic review
[22, 27], e-discovery [16], and domain-specific search [12].
Building upon our prior work [27], we hypothesize that crowd
judges may be better suited to judge some documents than others
for relevance. If we could effectively distinguish such documents,
then we could effectively route only those appropriate documents
to the crowd for judging, while restricting our more limited and
expensive trusted judges to remaining documents. Since our goal
is to utilize trusted judges only for the documents that we believe
the crowd is likely to label incorrectly, we investigate three broad
factors which may correlate with agreement in judging: relevance
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category, document rankings, and topical variance. This builds on
a long and storied history of research study on disagreement in
relevance judging [1, 4, 7, 9, 11, 17, 21, 23, 24, 29, 33, 34].
Following this, we evaluate two collaborative judging approaches.
The first oracle approach uses knowledge of disagreement for each
topic to prioritize high disagreement topics for trusted judging.
The second, practical approach focused on document importance
rather than expected disagreement, using expensive trusted judges
to judge those highly ranked documents which most greatly impact rank-based evaluation metrics. In particular, we use statAP
method [28]’s weighting function to prioritize highly-ranked documents for trusted judging. We compare both approaches to a
random document ordering baseline.
We report experiments using two NIST TREC1 test collections
for which both crowd and trusted TREC judgments are available.
We show that collaborative judging offers a promising method to
leverage the crowd in combination with trusted judges for accurate
and affordable building of IR test collections.

2

DISAGREEMENT IN JUDGMENTS

To better understand on which topic-document pairs we might
expect to see judging disagreement, we investigate three broad
factors which may correlate with such disagreement: relevance
category, document rankings, and topical variance.

2.1

Test Collections

We use two test collections to investigate judging disagreement
between crowd vs. NIST assessors and to conduct rank correlation
experiments using collaborative judging.
Million Query Track 2009 (MQ’09) [8]. The ClueWeb09 collection2 and 100 MQ’09 topics were reused in the TREC Relevance
Feedback (RF’09) Track [5]. Because RF’09 participating systems
retrieved additional documents not judged for MQ’09, additional
relevance judgments were collected for the track via MTurk. These
judgments were also used for the subsequent TREC Crowdsourcing
Track3 and made freely available. Beyond judging new documents,
3,277 documents already judged by NIST were also re-judged as
part of quality assurance during data collection. This yields 20,535
crowd judgments with which we can measure agreement with NIST.
We also evaluate 35 system runs submitted to MQ’09 using these
crowd judgments vs. NIST judgments, measuring rank correlation.
1
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sites.google.com/site/treccrowd/

Table 1: Confusion Matrices for Crowd (Cr) vs. NIST Judgments in MQ’09 and WT’14 Test Collections. ’R’ represents relevant
judgments and ’NR’ represents not-relevant judgments. Bold indicates agreement.

NIST-R
NIST-NR
Total

MQ’09
Majority Voting
Dawid-Skene
65%
70%
Cr-R
Cr-NR
Cr-R
Cr-NR
44%
10%
41%
13%
25%
21%
17%
29%
69%
31%
58%
42%

Total
54%
46%
100%

Web Track 2014 (WT’14) [13]. Recently, a new crowd-judgment
collection has been released [18, 23]. 100 NIST-judged documents
for each of 50 WT’14 topics were selected by statAP [28]’s sampling
method. MTurk judgments for these documents were collected via
[25, 26]’s rationale method. In total, 25,099 MTurk judgments for
5000 documents were collected (i.e., roughly 5 judgments per document). We evaluate 29 system runs submitted to WT’14 using these
crowd judgments vs. NIST judgments, measuring rank correlation.
For both test collections, we reduce graded relevance judgments
to being binary and report two different methods for aggregating
them: majority voting (MV) and Dawid-Skene (DS) [14]. Whereas
MV performs unweighted voting, DS performs weighted voting
based on unsupervised individual reliability estimates. Agreement
statistics in Table 1 show the WT’14 crowd is 10-15% more accurate
than the MQ’09 crowd, wrt. NIST judgments as the “gold standard”
(80% vs. 65% in MV and 81% vs. 70% in DS). We also see that DS
performs much better on MQ’09 (where it evidences more variability in crowd assessor reliability) than on WT’14, whose crowd
demonstrates less variability.

2.2

Agreement vs. Relevance Category

Is there more disagreement on documents judged by NIST to be relevant or non-relevant? We might expect higher agreement for clearcut cases of relevance/non-relevance, and higher disagreement for
boundary cases [24, 34]. Table 1 shows confusion matrices for
both test collections and aggregation methods. For all settings, we
observe that crowd judgments show higher agreement with NIST
assessors on NIST-judged relevant documents than on non-relevant
ones. Assuming DS aggregation, we see that crowd judgments agree
37%
with NIST on 41%
54% = 76% (MQ’09) and 45% = 82% (WT’14) of NISTjudged relevant documents. On non-relevant documents, crowd
judgments agree with NIST to a lesser degree: 29%
46% = 63% (MQ’09)
and 44%
=
80%
(WT’14).
Higher
agreement
on
NIST-judged rele55%
vant documents suggests that when in doubt, inexpert judges may
be more liberal in judging documents as relevant [33].

2.3

Agreement vs. Document Rank

We next consider how disagreement is correlated with document
rankings. Following the same logic discussed above regarding document relevance, we might expect highly relevant documents to
retrieved at very high ranks, totally unrelated documents to be retrieved at low ranks, and borderline documents (leading to judging
disagreement) retrieved at more middling ranks [24, 34]. To measure this, we compute the average rank of each judged document

Majority Voting
80%
Cr-R
Cr-NR
39%
6%
14%
41%
53%
47%

WT’14
Dawid-Skene
81%
Cr-R
Cr-NR
37%
8%
11%
44%
48%
52%

Total
45%
55%
100%

across all submitted runs for each track. We treat all documents
retrieved at rank ≥ 1000 as having rank 1000, then bin documents
into 10 groups based on their average ranks, using a fixed interval
size of 100 ranks. Finally, we compute agreement statistics for each
bin for NIST vs. crowd-workers.
Figure 1 shows the accuracy of the 10 groups over the two
collections. In MQ’09, the accuracy for the first group (i.e., the
average document rank ≤ 100) is higher than the accuracy when
the average document rank is between 200-500 in both aggregation
methods. Regarding the results for WT’14, we observe a more
clear pattern: the accuracy is noticeably higher in the first group.
The second group’s accuracy is the lowest among other groups,
and accuracy increases gradually as the average document rank
increases.

2.4

Agreement Across Topics

Because an individual with a given information need knows best
what they are and are not looking for [11], NIST typically utilizes the
same individual to both develop a topic (description) and perform
judging for that topic. While written topic descriptions are useful,
they are never complete, and so secondary assessors (be they NIST
[34] or crowd [3]) have less information to go on when judging
relevance of someone else’s topic. This naturally leads to disagreement. While even NIST assessors are known to often disagree [34],
crowd judging introduces further variability. For example, retired
intelligence analysts working as NIST assessors may share a common geographic, cultural, and knowledge background, suggesting
a consistent bias. Crowd workers may be far more diverse.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of judging agreement across
topics for MQ’09 and WT’14. With MV aggregation, the standard
deviation across topics is 0.13 (MQ’09) and 0.17 (WT’14). However,
with DS aggregation, the standard deviation slightly tightens to
0.11 (MQ’09) and 0.15 (WT’14). Interestingly, the standard deviation
is actually higher in WT’14, despite its crowd judgments having
higher accuracy (See [23] for further discussion about disagreement
variance across topics in WT’14). Regardless, we clearly do observe
large variability in judging agreement across different topics in both
collections, suggesting the importance of modeling topical factors
in order to accurately predict assessor disagreement [10, 30, 35].

3

COLLABORATIVE JUDGING

Thus far we have seen: (1) greater agreement on NIST-judged relevant documents, potentially due to inexpert crowd judges being

(a) MQ’09

(b) WT’14

Figure 1: Accuracy of crowd judgments vs. average document rank. Bars show accuracy and are shaded: lower, darker regions
represent the ratio of true positives, while higher, lighter regions represent the ratio of true negatives. The black line shows
the number of judgments per bin.

(a) MQ’09

(b) WT’14

Figure 2: Distribution of crowd judging agreement with NIST across topics for MQ’09 and WT’14. Topics are ordered left-toright by increasing Majority Voting aggregation accuracy.
liberal in judging relevance when in doubt [33]; (2) greater agreement on documents ranked very high or low [24, 34]; and (3) high
variance in agreement across topics. Based on this, we evaluate
two simple methods for collaborative judging: a practical method
prioritizing highly-ranked documents for trusted judging because
of their significant impact on ranking metrics (Section 3.1), and an
oracle method which prioritizes documents assuming omniscient
knowledge of disagreement for each topic (Section 3.2).

3.1

Descending Rank Based Ordering (DRBO)

Documents at higher ranks more significantly impact rank-based
evaluation metrics of IR system performance (e.g., MAP). Therefore,
an intuitive method for collaborative judging would be to assign
these more important documents to trusted judges.
Specifically, we calculate the weight of each document-topic
pair using statAP method [28]’s weighting function, which assigns
higher scores to documents at higher ranks. Subsequently, we rank
the documents based on their weights in descending order, for

each topic. The first K documents of each topic are assigned to the
trusted judges, while the rest are judged by crowd workers.
DRBO is an easy-to-implement method in real-life scenarios. We
can rank the documents by just using ranked lists of multiple IR
systems, and determine the number of documents to be judged by
trusted judges based on the available test collection budget.

3.2

Oracle Topic-Based Scheduling (Oracle TBS)

As discussed in Section 2.4, judging disagreement exhibits high
variance across topics. Therefore, quality of judgments might be
improved by assigning to trusted judges those topics for which the
most disagreement is expected.
In practice, predicting which topics are easier to judge for crowd
workers is challenging [10, 30, 35]. Prior work may offer some hints
to identifying such topics. For example, Kutlu et al. [23] analyze
topic specific disagreement reasons and find that ambiguous topic
definitions and topics requiring a certain level of topical expertise
cause high disagreements. Therefore, test collection builders might

use their own judgments to hypothesize which topics merit expert
judges. We leave such prediction for future work.
In this paper, we instead adopt a simpler oracle model as a proofof-concept which perfectly predicts judging agreement for each
topic. Using this oracle, we then prioritize documents for expert
judging starting with the lowest agreement topics first. Documents
for the same topic are ordered randomly.

4

EVALUATION

Our experiments compare the proposed collaborative judging methods on our test collections. We also report the random method,
which assigns randomly-selected K documents to the trusted personnel for each topic, as a baseline.
Because the number of documents judged per topic greatly varies,
we vary the ratio of NIST judgments used per topic, instead of using
a fixed constant. Given our incomplete judgments, we evaluate IR
systems using bpref [6], which ignores the documents for which no
judgment is available. We adopt Soboroff’s corrected bpref formulation [32], as implemented in trec_eval4 . We assume that groundtruth ranking of systems comes from ranking systems based on
their bpref scores using NIST judgments. We calculate Kendall’s
τ to measure correlation between the ground-truth ranking and
the ranking induced by collaborative judging. We run the random
method 50 times and the Oracle TBS method 10 times and report
average Kendall’s τ . By convention, τ = 0.9 is assumed to constitute
an acceptable correlation level for reliable IR evaluation [34].
Results are shown in Figure 3, with area-under-curve (AUC) reported as a simple summary statistic. We offer several observations.
Firstly, the Oracle TBS method achieves the best overall results,
reaching τ = 0.9 score by assigning 55% and 15-20% of the judgments to the trusted personnel in MQ’09 and WT’14, respectively.
This suggests that if we could predict which topics will more likely
exhibit judging disagreement, then we might maintain NIST quality judging at lower cost through collaborative judging. Secondly,
DRBO consistently outperforms the random baseline in WT’14, but
not in MQ’09. This may be due to lower quality crowd judgments
in MQ’09 (See Table 1). With higher quality crowd judgments, however, DRBO seems to be a simple and effective method. Overall, our
results suggest that collaborative judging is a promising method to
efficiently build high-quality test collections.

5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we investigated when crowd workers disagree with
NIST assessors and proposed one oracle and one practical collaborative judging approach. Based on our experiments conducted on
two different test collections, we offer several observations.
Firstly, higher agreement with NIST on documents NIST judges
to be relevant appears to be consistent with prior findings [33]
that when in doubt, inexpert crowd judges may be more liberal in
judging uncertain documents as relevant. Secondly, we also reaffirm
prior work’s finding of greater judging agreement at very high and
low ranks, suggesting documents whose relevance is not borderline
[24, 34]. Thirdly, we do see high variance in agreement across topics,
suggesting further confirmation of judging differences between
primary and secondary assessors [1, 11, 34].
4
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In regard to collaborative judging, the oracle predicting assessor
disagreement also achieved the highest rank correlation, suggesting
that a model which could effectively predict judging disagreement
[10, 30, 35] could be usefully applied toward collaborative judging.
Practical prediction without such an oracle thus remains for future
work. Alternatively, our DRBO approach often outperformed the
random baseline across collections and aggregation algorithms, and
especially with higher quality crowd judgments.
In the future, we plan to use and extend disagreement prediction modeling [10, 30, 35] to further improve collaborative judging.
Since our current DRBO model prioritizes highly-ranked documents
without considering expected disagreement, it would be of further
interest to integrate both strategies into a single, joint model for
collaborative judging.
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